The 4-H Rabbit Project provides youth a fun and hands-on learning experience that develops life skills, as well as teaches valuable information about properly caring for their animal. Subjects such as general care, nutrition, housing, and health care are presented in the curricular materials, through workshops and activities and in preparation of an exhibit. Youth also have the opportunity to develop responsibility, decision-making, nurturing, and communication skills through active participation in the 4-H Rabbit Project.

Registration in the project includes:
• FREE participation in Laurens County Rabbit Clinics
• Rabbit Project Manual & Record Book on caring for and raising rabbits into healthy adult rabbits.

Sign up today to join today!

Expectations and Requirements of Participants:
• Must provide quality care of rabbit (Safe from bad weather, malnutrition, predators, etc.)
• All participants must participate in the Laurens County Rabbit Show
• All participants must complete a record book
• All participants must be between the ages of 5-19 years old.

SORRY, NO REFUNDS WILL BE GIVEN